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Fasten your seat belt we are going on a lightning tour of Ziac……. 
 
From the Vice president's desk 

 
Time management 
 
Time in the organization is constant & irreversible. Nothing can be substituted for time. Worse, once 
wasted. It can never be regained. Leaders have numerous demands on their limited time. Time keeps 
getting away & they have trouble controlling it. 
 
The following are examples of some of biggest time wasters 
 

1. Thinking about it, worrying about it, indecision 
2. Creating inefficiencies by implementing first instead of analyzing first. 
3. Poor organization 
4. Lacking priorities, standards, policies & procedures. 
5. Ineffective meetings 

 
How can you save time ??  
 

1. Managing the decision making process, not the decisions 
2. Concentrating on doing only one task at a time. 
3. Establishing daily, short term, midterm & long term priorities 
4. Throwing unneeded things away 
5. Establishing personal deadlines & ones for organizations. 
6. Not wasting other people’s time. 
7. Ensuring all meetings have a purpose, time limit & include only essential people. 
8. Keeping things simple. 
9. Using checklists & to-do lists 
10. Maintaining accurate calendars 

       
Mark your presence in the world while  Healthy Tips 
 Working in Ziac    Troubled by a stiff back or painful joints  ??? 
Ziac strengthened by 2 new employees      

 You can avoid this by,  

Raghavendra, Anusuya Alternating heavy tasks with easier one. 

Using your back, arm,& legs properly to avoid stress 

on joints. 

Be in a crowd or stay apart                              Using the correct tools, to prevent excess pressure 

on your joints,like using a cart while shopping 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

New customers list 
 

Ziacpay  Wheelz 
 
Technosoft                SSV motors  

          Vani Honda 
          Annaporna motors 

motors      
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 Congratulations  Moullana on achieving your weekly targets !!! 
 
 
 
 
Unlimited Entertainment in Ziac !!!!!!! 
 
We went to trip on 19-Sep-07 
 
Want to know about trip places ?? 
 
Here is the summary by Mr.Rajesh. Over to Mr.Rajesh 
 
The trip started off in right time. Many Ziacians overstayed in the office and special credits to them.  We 
started off at 6.30 am headed to Ramnagar to pick up Jayashree, later had a great break fast at HANCHINA 
MANE. 
  
After break fast, we started off with the ANTHAKSHARI.  It was great fun playing this.  Yathish, shravanthi’s 
better half [yes it is true]  gave a mind blowing songs [all languages - kannada, telugu and Hindi].  Then 
came some hits of Rajkumar from CHANDRA SHEKAR along with some telugu hits.  By the time we reached 
a Temple on the hillock and proceeded to TALAKADU. 
  
In talakadu, we had a boat ride and then swimming.  All were having fun with the water and environment.  
Later we had a Dhoom Dhadakka Lunch at Talakad.  After lunch proceded to Bara chukki, on the way we 
were welcomed by Mungaru male [RAINS] with the music.   
  
Now enter the little master - Sowmya - gave some work to our brains with a twister to be solved.  Revanna 
solved it, but before this Rajesh had given the solution. 
  
When we reached Bara chukki it rained more for about 15 mins.  Later all of us went to foot of the falls and 
enjoyed.  Dharmendra snapping quite a few deadly snaps of the gigantic falls.  Never to miss Moullana 
posing for the same along with Rajesh. 
  
Later we went to Gagana chukki and had the view of the falls.  Meanwhile the bus was to be replaced with a 
FLAT tyre.  We all played shuttle meanwhile.  Then our journey back started.  Kantharaja give a problem to 
solve, and we were busy with solving the puzzles.  The answer was given by marketing head - Dharmendra.  
This was the moment which is more exciting.  On the return each one of the team member were asked to 
sing a song.  
To start off with, chandra shekar started with a hit song from SHABDHAVEDHI - Rajkumars - Oh Oh o o 
prema kashmira.  Then surya sung the upendra hit - Danger 30 to 40 danger.  Nagendra as his type cast  
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gave a small lecture on Indian culture, which was really informatory.  Moullana became Himmesh 
reshammiya to give us the hit song of CHAND Niklaaaja.Pradeep – sung one song.   Then Kantharaja - 
WOW what a song he sang, infact many many melodious tracks of yesteryears Kannada song.  He has a 
great voice too.  Then our Revanna who sung a old hindi move song which was also good. 

      
BOOOM!!!!  Enter Robin hood who took away the lime lite with a track from malayalam.  Later due to 
audiance request dedicated a song to his sister SUMA from HARE RAMA HARE KRISHNA.  During 
anthakshari he sung leja wariaye [Mandakania - hudugata's original track].  He was requested again to sing 
it, and my god it was mind blowing.Suma as evergreen she gave couple of latest and old hindi hits.  Then 
our sowmya [as saying goes in kannada murthi chikkadadru keerthi doddadu], she sang a hit from Lankesh 
Patrika and one old kannada movie.  Then one of the star attraction - [another yet to come] - Shravanthi and 
her better half - one gave kannada hit and another telugu hit. 
 Shamsuddin as a cool head just took away the competion to next level with a hit [sung by md rafi] from my 
grand fathers era!!!  Jayashree with her soar throat gave a song – Yendho kanda kanasu from lankesh 
patrike.  Rajesh as charming as ever sung a song which not many have heard. 
 Then comes the climax from two of the head of ZIAC, Dharmendra - thanks to the team, I had never seen 
him sing in front of a crowd, heard quite a few personal bath room songs from him.  And last BUT AS 
USUAL NOT THE LEAST - Ramesh and couple gave many songs from Hindi.  Ramesh sung old hits of Hindi 
and Swaroopa sang the song Waha waha ramji [Madhuri]. 
 We reached Ramnagar at 8.30 and dropped Jayashree.  Later we reached office by 10.00 pm dropping few 
fellow teammates on the way.  Thanks to Ramesh and Dharmendra for organizing such a good transport 
facility, food, snacks and cool drinks.  Food was always within reach and never short of.  
STAR ATTRACTION OF THE TRIP - The prize goes to - BABY TRISHA.  Congrats 
 

Wow Starts Now !!!! 
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